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	Data Visualization For Dummies, 9781118502891 (1118502892), For Dummies, 2014

	A straightforward, full-color guide to showcasing data soyour audience can see what you mean, not just read about it


	Big data is big news! Every company, industry, not-for-profit,and government agency wants and needs to analyze and leveragedatasets that can quickly become ponderously large. Datavisualization software enables different industries to presentinformation in ways that are memorable and relevant to theirmission. This full-color guide introduces you to a variety of waysto handle and synthesize data in much more interesting ways thanmere columns and rows of numbers.


	Learn meaningful ways to show trending and relationships, how toconvey complex data in a clear, concise diagram, ways to createeye-catching visualizations, and much more!

	
		Effective data analysis involves learning how to synthesizedata, especially big data, into a story and present that story in away that resonates with the audience
	
		This full-color guide shows you how to analyze large amounts ofdata, communicate complex data in a meaningful way, and quicklyslice data into various views
	
		Explains how to automate redundant reporting and analyses,create eye-catching visualizations, and use statistical graphicsand thematic cartography
	
		Enables you to present vast amounts of data in ways that won'toverwhelm your audience



	Part technical manual and part analytical guidebook, DataVisualization For Dummies is the perfect tool for transformingdull tables and charts into high-impact visuals your audience willnotice...and remember.
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Learning AWSPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and deploy responsive applications using AWS cloud components


	About This Book

	
		Build scalable and highly available real-time applications
	
		Make cost-effective architectural decisions by implementing your product's functional and non-functional requirements
	...



		

Adobe Creative Suite 5 Web Premium How-Tos: 100 Essential TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	Adobe Creative Suite CS5 Web Premium How-Tos: Essential Techniques is a concise, economical, current, and informed guide to the key techniques for creating inviting and accessible Web sites using Adobe Creative Suite CS5. Readers choose the How-Tos guide when they want immediate access to just what they need to know to get results. This book...


		

Soft Computing for Recognition based on Biometrics (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	We describe in this book, bio-inspired models and applications of hybrid intelligent

	systems using soft computing techniques for image analysis and pattern recognition

	based on biometrics and other information sources. Soft Computing (SC)

	consists of several intelligent computing paradigms, including fuzzy logic, neural

	networks,...




	

Internet Psychology (The Basics)Routledge, 2017

	We can't imagine our lives without the Internet. It is the tool of our existence; without it we couldn't work, plan our social and leisure activities, and interact with friends. The Internet’s influence on contemporary society extends across every aspect of our personal and professional lives, but how has this altered us in...


		

Micro, Nanosystems and Systems on Chips: Modeling, Control, and Estimation (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Micro and nanosystems represent a major scientific and technological challenge, with actual and potential applications in almost all fields of the human activity. The aim of the present book is to present how concepts from dynamical control systems (modeling, estimation, observation, identification, feedback control) can be adapted and...


		

Applied Artificial IntelligenceWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
FLINS, originally an acronym for Fuzzy Logic and Intelligent Technologies in Nuclear Science, is now extended to Applied Artificial Intelligence for Applied Research. The contributions to the seventh in the series of FLINS conferences contained in this volume cover state-of-the-art research and development in applied artificial intelligence for...
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